
Light Fantastic II & III Dental Light FEATURES

• LFIII features a no-touch sensor, which allows 
operation of the light’s on/off functions with the 
simple wave of a hand

• Vertical reflector is narrow at the point of origin 
allowing doctor and hygienist to work in close 
proximity of the oral cavity without obstructing 
the light source

• Front of light head is enclosed with Lexan® shield to    
minimize dust and contaminated aerosols from 
accumulating on reflector surface

• Third axis of rotation provides unlimited 
positioning flexibility

• Elliptical light pattern with feathered-edge pattern 
reduces eye fatigue

• Horizontal area of 3" high x 8" wide is produced in 
the 18" to 36" range

• Easy refocusing for optimal pattern at desired 
operating distance

• Metal Handles

• Multifaceted, dichroic-coated, computer designed 
reflector filters out infrared rays and eliminates 
shadowing

• Vents on rear of reflector frame 
allow heat to be dissipated from 
work area

• Optional remote activation feature available on LFII 
and LFIII for wall, ceiling, cabinet, and track mount 
models (requires a Pelton & Crane Spirit chair and 
touch pad)

• Installation choices include single or dual ceiling 
mount, single or dual track mount, wall, cabinet 
and unit mount

• Available in Light Gray, Smoky White or Bright 
White (color choices vary by model)

• On/off switch for LFII and LFIII located directly 
behind light

• Hinged back for easy lamp replacement

• Long lasting quartz halogen lamp

• Focus is factory set at 27"

• Scratch-resistant ceramic frit

• One year warranty

For more information, contact the Pelton & Crane sales representative
in your area, or your local authorized Pelton & Crane dental dealer.

1-800-659-6560           Charlotte, NC            www.pelton.net

Variable intensity control
• Low—1500 foot candles at 27”
• Medium—2000 foot candles at 27”
• High—2500 foot candles at 27”

Color Temperature Range
• LFII—3600° - 4300°K
• LFIII—4700° - 5500°K
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Since 1976, dentists have chosen the 

Light Fantastic over any other brand 

of dental lights for their operatories.
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The vertical design of the light 
reflector creates a light beam 
narrow enough at its source to allow
staff to move in close without 
obstruction, yet maintain a 
horizontal light pattern focused 
on the oral cavity for optimum 
visibility.

Enjoy convenient remote activation
of the LFII or LFIII light functions
when used in conjunction with the
dental unit touchpad on a Pelton &
Crane Spirit 3000, 2000 or 1500
dental operatory package.

The metal handles provide dura-
bility and performance with a
solid ergonomic grip. With flat, 
seamless surfaces, the metal easily
accept barriers for simple 
infection control.

The light that has been the
industry standard for over thirty
years offers a third axis of rotation
for unlimited positioning. The 
sophisticated feature allows you to
operate in a precisely illuminated
environment at all times.

REMOTE ACTIVATION VERTICAL SHAPE TRIPLE AXIS LIGHT 
POSITIONING

METAL HANDLES

The LFII and LFIII provide optimal lighting for you 

and your staff during any dental procedure. 

Color temperatures from 3600k-5500k, third axis

rotation & touchless power sensors are just a sample of 

features that exemplify Pelton & Crane’s commitment to your success.

Our dichroic-coated light reflector selectively filters out 

infrared rays, passing them through the glass as dissipated 

heat. This allows only cool, white light to illuminate the 

oral cavity, providing a comfortable environment for you 

and your patient. 

From the natural, white light illumination to the

seamless, metal handles, it’s easy to see and feel

why the Light Fantastic is the ideal operatory light

for your dental practice.

To complement the design of your operatory, the LFII and LFIII are available in single or dual track
mount, single or dual ceiling column mount, chair mount, cabinet mount and wall mount versions.

CHAIR
MOUNT

TRACK
MOUNT

CEILING 
MOUNT

CABINET
MOUNT

WALL
MOUNT

accuracyO P T I M A L

“Precise and accurate lighting are essential          

to the success of every dental practice”

With the quality, price and performance of the 
Light Fantastic II and III, you will feel confident that 
Pelton & Crane is the right choice for your dental operatory.
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